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Abstract---Cloud computing is the practice of using a 

network of remote servers hosted on the Internet to 

store, manage, and process data, rather than a local 

server or a personal computer. It provides the highly 

scalable services as on demand basis. As it facilitates the 

use of virtual servers and can therefore be moved 

around and scaled up (or down) on the fly without 

affecting the end user - arguably, rather like a cloud, 

the user does not know about the actual location of their 

data and thus user looses the control on their own data. 

To overcome this problem a novel highly decentralized 

information accountability framework with indexing 

mechanism has been proposed. Here the accountability 

framework provides automatic logging and end to end 

auditing mechanism that enables  the user to keep track 

of their own data along with their usage policies and the 

indexing policy will enable the user for the fast, easy 

retrieval of accurate and reduced search result set. Here 

we have used the JAR programmable capabilities which 

works on the object oriented approach. This JAR files 

are the key components which combines the user data 

and the logging information of that data.. A distributed 

auditing mechanism has also been used to make the 

user control tighter on the user’s data. In this paper 

some security issues and how this framework has 

overcome those issues, have been discussed. 

 

Index Terms------Cloud computing, accountability, data 

sharing. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In cloud environment a number of servers from the 

different locations are connected by a real time 

network. The servers can join or leave the cloud 

dynamically. Today there are a number of 

commercial cloud computing servers are there like 

Goole, Amazon, Microsoft, Yahoo, Salesforce[5] The 

users who are storing their data, applications on the 

cloud are actually storing their data on virtual servers 

so they do not know about the actual location of their 

data as all the storing, processing and handling of the 

data are done in the user transparent manner. So 

cloud users  need not to be experts on the technology 

infrastructure. But like a pros and cons of a coin this 

has the problem of loosing user’s control over the 

user’s own data. In addition to this, the data 

processed on the cloud can be outsourced most of the 

time. These lead to a number of accountability related 

issues in the cloud, including the handling of 

personally identifiable information. Not only this but 

also users are also worrying about a range of privacy 

and security issues [5][9][13]. So these problems 

forces users not to adopt cloud environment [13] and 

thus become a significant barrier for greeting the 

cloud computing. Concerning about the above fact, 

the user should be provided an effective mechanism 

by which they can keep track of the usage of their 

data. They should be ensured that their data are 

handled and processed according to the service level 

agreement. All the centralized approaches for access 

control are not applicable here as cloud is itself a 

distributed environment and high dynamicity is the 

main characteristic of the cloud environment (entities 

can dynamically leave or join in the cloud). 

Sometimes the data handling in cloud can be 

outsourced to the other entities by the cloud service 

providers (CSP) and these entities also can 

outsourced the data handling to the other entities. 

Thus in cloud environment data processing and 

handling always go through complex and dynamic 

service chain. For these reasons the centralized 

approach to provide usage and access control 

mechanism is not suitable here. To overcome this 

above problem CIA (cloud Information 

Accountability) approach[1] which is based on 

information accountability [19] have been proposed. 

This novel approach provides an end to end auditing 

mechanism in highly distributed fashion for ensuring 

accountability. This approach is quite similar with the 

approach in [7]. CIA combines the aspects of access 

control, usage control, authentication and auditing. 

For the access and usage control the data owner not 

only ensured about the honour of their service level 

agreements but also enforce their controls as needed. 
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It also provides automated logging mechanism which 

trigger the automatic generation of log records at any 

access to the associated data item. This CIA approach 

is different from the traditional privacy protection as 

the letter based on hide-it-or-lose-it perspective. The 

CIA has used the JAR (Java Archives) programmable 

capabilities with the help of self-defending objects 

(SDO)[4] which are the java based techniques so at 

the same time it has become a lightweight 

accountability mechanism. This JAR file is 

responsible for generating the automatic logging 

information on any access to the particular data item. 

The JAR file contains the data item along with the 

user enforced access or usage policies and this JAR 

file is sent to the CSP. Now any access to this 

particular data item will trigger an automated and 

authenticated local mechanism and stored in that JAR 

file locally. So the polices, logging mechanism and 

the associated data are strongly bounded with each 

other and it travels altogether as they are enclosed 

within one JAR file. All these information in the JAR 

file are in the encrypted format. For encryption we 

have used Identity-Based Encryption (IBE)[2]. This 

strong binding among the elements of JAR file exists 

in case of multiple copies of JAR files. So the user 

can have control on their data at any location. The 

decentralized logging mechanism also suits with the 

distributed nature of the cloud. To get the information 

of these JAR files the CIA works with two 

approaches: Push mode and Pull mode. In push mode 

the log records are periodically sent to the data owner 

and in Pull mode the data owner( or any authorized 

party) can retrieve the logs whenever they need. In 

addition to this we have introduced the indexing 

technique for easy, fast and accurate retrieval of files. 

However, when the number of documents to search is 

potentially large, or the quantity of search queries to 

perform is substantially large the full-text search is 

not suitable there. In that case the searching is based 

on this indexing technique and it is done before 

searching. The indexing stage will scan the text of all 

the documents and build a list of search terms (often 

called an index, but more correctly named a 

concordance). In the search stage, when performing a 

specific query, only the index is referenced, rather 

than the text of the original documents. 

 

The features of the framework are as follows: 

 

The framework enables novel usage of JAR files 

which provides a systematic approach to data 

accountability. So our framework provides an 

automatic and enforceable logging mechanism in the 

cloud. 

This architecture is platform independent and 

highly decentralized, in that it does not require any 

dedicated authentication and storage system in place. 

Not only traditional access control but also we 

provide a certain degree of usage control for the 

protected data after these are delivered to the 

receiver. 

The indexing technique for accurate, fast and easy 

retrieval of reduced result set has been introduced. 

 

 
II. MAIN MODULES 

 
A. CIA Framework 

 

CIA framework lies in its ability of maintaining 

lightweight and powerful accountability that 

combines aspects of access control, usage control and 

authentication. By means of the CIA, data owners 

can track not only whether or not the service-level 

agreements are being honoured, but also enforce 

access and usage control rules as needed basis. It 

provides automated logging and end to end auditing 

mechanism which are the backbone of CIA. The two 

components of CIA are Logger and Harmonizer. 

 
Logger Component: Along with the each user data 

the usage and access control policies and the logging 

information are included. This is accomplished by 

this logger component. The logger is the major 

component of CIA and it is strongly coupled with the 

user data. Whenever the data is copied the associated 

logger is also copied and it is downloaded whenever 

the data is downloaded. The logger automatically 

generates the logging information. Other important 

tasks of the logger are encrypting the log record using 

public key of the content owner, and periodically 

sending them to the log harmonizer. The advantages 

and features of the logger are: 

Minimal support is required from the servers in 

order to deploy. 

The tight coupling between data and logger suitable 

for highly distributed logging environment 

Strong access and usage control policy can be 

enclosed with it. 

Logger can handle errors of the log records by 

generating error correction information. 

 
Harmonizer: It is also another major component of 

CIA. We can say it is the central component of CIA. 

It is responsible for providing permissions to access 

the log records enclosed in logger component. The 

harmonizer provides the second feature of the CIA 

i.e. end to end auditing mechanism 

The features of harmonizer are: 
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It generates the master key which is used for the 

decryption of the data encrypted in logger. If the path 

between the harmonizer and client is not secure the 

decryption can be carried out at client part. The key is 

sent by the harmonizer in a secure key exchange 

manner. 

It uses two auditing strategies push and pull (those 

will be discussed later) 

If for a same data item multiple loggers exist the 

harmonizer combines  them and sends this merged 

log record to the data owner. 

 
B. Two Distinct Mode for Auditing 

 

To enable the CIA frame work to combine automated 

logging and end to end auditing mechanism we have 

included two distinct mode for auditing. These two 

modes are used to provide the data usage and logging 

information to the data owner in timely and accurate 

manner and it complements the logging mechanism 

though it is mode for auditing. These to modes acts as 

the glue between these to mechanisms (logging and 

auditing) to work CIA efficiently. 

 
Push mode: In push mode the log records are 

periodically sent to the data owner by the harmonizer 

as we have told earlier. This mode is the basis mode 

for auditing and this mode can work with both pure 

log and access log(discussed above). It has two 

features 1) It ensures that the size of the log file 

should not exceed from a specified size and 2) It 

enables detection and correction of the any damaged 

or lost log files periodically. 

 
Pull mode: In this mode the data owner or auditor ( 

or any authorized party) can retrieve the logs 

whenever they need. When any auditor wants to see 

the logging information of its data they can simply 

request FTP pull command to the harmonizer and 

harmonizer will provide the integrated copy of the 

authenticated and sealed log file. 

 
C. Logging and Auditing Techniques 

 

The CIA framework provides two mechanisms to 

provide accountability in cloud. The CIA demands 

the logging and auditing techniques to satisfy the 

following requirements. 

 

1. To support the dynamic nature of the cloud the 

logging mechanism should be decentralized. 

2. A strong binding should exist between the log files 

and the corresponding data being controlled, and 

require minimal infrastructural support from any 

server. 

3. The logging and auditing mechanism should 

provide the automatic and accurate logging 

information with each and every access to the 

corresponding data. It not only requires the proper a 

mechanism to authenticate and verify an entity but 

also the mechanism to record any access to the data 

with its time of access, should be coupled together. 

4. The error correction and detection mechanism for 

the log files should be there. The log file should be 

temper proof and reliable so that any unauthorized 

insertion, modification and deletion cannot be done. 

It should properly handle the problems of log files 

caused by some technical problems. 

5. Log files should be sent back to their data owners 

periodically to inform them of the current usage of 

their data. More importantly, log files should be 

retrievable by their data owners irrespective of time 

and the location where the files are stored. 

6. The technique should not intrusively monitor data 

recipients‟ systems and it should introduce light 

communication and computation overhead, which 

otherwise will hinder its feasibility and adoption in 

practice. 

Now we will discuss the logging and auditing 

mechanism one by one. 

 
1)Automated Logging Mechanism 

 

This logging mechanism is carried out by logger 

component of CIA. At first we will see the logger 

structure. The Structure of the logger as follows: 

Fig 2.1: Logger structure 

 

As shown in fig2.1 we can see the logger is 

implemented with the help of JAR’s programmable 

capabilities. Logger component is the nested Java 

JAR file which encapsulates logging information (in 

the form of log file) along with the associated data 

item. The logger contains two JAR files: inner JAR 

and Outer JAR. One outer JAR can contain one or 

more inner JARs. The task of the outer JAR is to 

handle the authentication of the entities which want 

to access the particular data item stored in the JAR 

file. Outer JAR is also responsible for the access and 
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usage control policies based on owner’s 

requirement. It checks the policies while giving 

permissions for accessing the data item. All the 

access and usage control policies are encapsulate 

here. Now the inner JAR contains the actual data in 

encrypted format, the log records for each encrypted 

data item and the class file to retrieve the of log 

records. After getting authenticated by the outer JAR 

the entity can select the proper inner JAR which is 

meant for his intended data item by the help of the 

algorithm for selecting the proper JAR. 

 
2) End To End Auditing Mechanism 

 

To provide the auditing mechanism the logger and 

harmonizer work together along with the two modes 

(push and pull). With the help of these two methods 

the auditing is done. We can see in some situation the 

push mode is beneficial and at sometime pull mode. 

We need a proper combination of push and pull 

mode. Here we used the following algorithm for 

retrieving the log records. 

 
D. Indexing Module 

 

Indexing module is responsible for easy and accurate 

retrieval of files. The indexer will filter the search 

queries and will provide more accurate set of results. 

Full-text search which is the traditional search policy 

refers to techniques for searching a single computer 

stored document or a collection in a full-text 

database. In a full-text search, the search engine 

examines all of the words in every stored document 

as it tries to match search criteria. When dealing with 

a small number of documents, it is possible for the 

full text search engine to directly scan the contents of 

the documents with each query, a strategy called 

"serial scanning .But when the number of documents 

to search is potentially large, or the quantity of search 

queries to perform is substantial high this traditional 

search technique will not work. This leads to more 

time consuming process and provides unrelated items 

in the result set those may not at all beneficial to the 

user. So we have proposed indexing technique here. 

Indexing is two step process namely indexing and 

searching, where indexing has to be done before 

actual searching for data item. The indexing stage 

will scan the text of all the documents and build a list 

of search terms (often called an index, but more 

correctly named a concordance). In the search stage, 

when performing a specific query, only the index is 

referenced, rather than the text of the original 

documents. The indexer will make an entry in the 

index for each term or word found in a document, 

and possibly note its relative position within the 

document. Usually the indexer will ignore stop words 

(such as "the" and "and") that are both common and 

insufficiently meaningful to be useful in searching. 

Some indexers also employ language-specific 

stemming on the words being indexed.  We have 

implemented indexing at the server side and it is 

performed after the authentication of the user has 

made. As filtering has performed before searching so 

it will give more accurate search result set which is 

free of unnecessary stuffs. 

 

 
III. CONCLUSION 

 

We proposed innovative approaches for 

automatically logging any access to the data in the 

cloud together with an auditing mechanism. User can 

keep track of any access to their data and be ensured 

with the assurance of maintaining the proper service 

level agreements. Our approach allows the data 

owner to not only audit its content but also enforce 

strong back end protection if need. Moreover one 

main feature of our work is that it enables the data 

owner to audit even those copies of its data that are 

made without its knowledge. Here we are providing 

support of indexing policy for more improved search 

result set. Further we have discussed about the 

security issues which has been considered and how  

does framework prevent those attacks.  
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